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1 Kg 3:5-12 
Ps 119 R/.  Lord, how I love your law! 
Rom 8:28-30 
Mt 13:44-52 

 
 

Our Gospel passage today continues with our Lord’s parables of the Kingdom, which we 
started two weeks ago. These are the core of Matthew’s 13th chapter. We’ve heard Jesus compare 
the Kingdom of Heaven to the sowing and growing of seeds, the working of yeast, and now to 
the finding of treasure and a pearl of great price, and a fishing net. When we look at all these 
parables, two key themes become clear: abundance and response. 

Abundance – From the first parable on, we find that there’s an unusual abundance or 
liberality, in the Kingdom. The sower went out and sowed seeds everywhere: the path, rocky 
ground, good soil, thorns, etc. The mustard seed, which is small, becomes a large tree with room 
even for the birds. Yeast increases dough and multiplies it for a larger amount of bread. The 
treasure and the pearl are of great value (or ‘priceless’, in some translations). And the net catches 
all kinds of fish (most Greek texts say, ‘all kinds of things’, meaning fish, algae, trash, etc.). 

Through these parables, Jesus is saying the Kingdom of Heaven is for everyone; no one is 
left out of the invitation to enter the Kingdom. However, as these parables conclude, Jesus also 
says that while everyone is invited, not everyone will accept: some seeds will be eaten, some will 
wither, others will choke (Mt 13:18-23); at the judgment, the weeds growing among the wheat 
(Mt 13:30) and the evil ones (Mt 13:49-50) will be thrown into the fire; and finally, the bad fish 
will be thrown out (Mt. 13:48). 

Yes, the invitation into the Kingdom is generous and no one’s excluded from it: the 
Gospel isn’t for a special few but for everyone. Again, we hear implied in these parables what 
we heard from St. Paul last fall, God our Saviour … desires everyone to be saved and to come to 
the knowledge of the truth (1 Tim 2:3-4). Jesus preached the Good News of salvation, of mercy, 
generously, to everyone. The Church continues to do the same, and you and I, my brothers and 
sisters, must also do the same. No one is excluded from the Gospel invitation! 

Sadly, however, not everyone will accept it… Why? Because, as our Lord Himself said: 
some, because of their hardness of heart, won’t understand the message (Mt. 13:19); others 
won’t endure when difficulties or persecutions arise (Mt 13:21); and others yet will be choked by 
riches and the cares of the world (Mt 13:22). 

As I said a couple of weeks ago, we determine the kind of soil we are. Or as we see in 
today’s parables, our response to God’s Word, to His invitation, will impact whether we inherit 
the Kingdom or not. God doesn’t impose Himself; He invites. We, for our part, must respond. 
And it’s here that we find our second theme: response. 
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Response – My brothers and sisters, God is indeed generous in His invitation, liberal in 
His grace…, but we need to accept it, we need to respond to His invitation and follow Him, no 
matter the cost! 

This is the particular message we find in the first two parables today. The person finding 
the treasure and the merchant don’t just admire what they’ve encountered, they sell everything 
they have to possess it! And they do it immediately! There’s a sense of urgency in the text; if 
they don’t jump on the opportunity right away, they’ll lose what they’ve found. They’re called to 
commit to what they’ve encountered. 

My brothers and sisters, you and I, we’ve heard the Good News of the love, mercy, and 
salvation of Jesus. I’d say that that’s why we’re here at Mass. But have we understood its value 
and beauty? Where’s our joy and urgency in finding Jesus? Have we committed everything in 
our lives to have and to follow Jesus? 

We all have things in our lives that are obstacles to a more perfect imitation of Jesus, to a 
deeper union with Him. What are these things? What’s stopping us from letting them go for the 
sake of Jesus, for the sake of the Kingdom? 

As St. Peter reminds us, we have in Jesus a treasure more precious than silver or gold, 
more beautiful than pearls (cf. 1 Pet 1:7). But like the merchant, we need to seek it out. Like the 
finder of treasure, we need to keep our eyes open to see it. Like Solomon and the Apostles, we 
need to ask God for understanding, wisdom, right judgment…, for the grace to become 
increasingly better disciples so as not to lose what we’ve received. 

As we continue to ponder these parables of the Kingdom, may we ask the Holy Spirit to 
bring us to a deeper understanding and love of who Jesus is, what He’s done for and to what 
He’s calling us, and to help us live according to His love. Amen. 


